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Coder Call Indicator System 

Introduction 
At the THGsA, Milton Keynes SwapmeetB I came across a small GPO pamphlet (Post Office 

Engineering Department, 1938) explaining how the Coder Call Indicator system worked. I had heard 

of this system when an apprentice and read about it in Atkinson (Atkinson, 1964 reprint of 1950 

version). I wanted to find out more about how it worked and what lead to its introduction.  

This article gives an outline of how the system worked and also describes the innovative high-speed 

signalling system, the human aspects of working in a CCI exchange and the systems impact on 

modern technology. 

The Director system 

Because CCI was particular to Director areas used in London and five other major citiesC in the UK it 

is an urban peculiarity designed to meet the needs of large densely populated areas. Brenden Hill 

gives a very good explanation of the system and the reasons for the creation of Director areas in his 

articles “Director Demonstration Unit” in THG Journal 100 (Hill, 2017). Brendan also has an update 

article in THG Journal 102 (Hill, 2018). 

Why the Coded Call Indicator system? 

At the beginning of creating a Director area, manual exchanges were more numerous than the 
Director type. Clearly, it was not possible to convert all manual exchanges to Director at one fell-
swoop. The problem that Coder Call Indicator (CCI) addressed was a human rather than a technical 
one. Without CCI: 

• If the customer dialled the whole number (ABC & MCDU digits), a call going from a Director 

to a manual exchange in the Director area, resulted in a telephonist answering and asking for 

the number wanted,  

o This would create some dissatisfaction on the customer’s part because they had 

already dialled the number. 

o  The telephonist’s intervention increased the time it takes to connect the call. 

o It made plain to the caller how little of the system had been automated. 

• For calls to a manual exchange the customer could be instructed to dial only the ABC digits 

resulting in the call being answered by a telephonist. In this case the Director sends out the 

routing digits immediately after the ABC digits, using its “code only” feature (Hill, 2017) D. 

However, then a large task follows on opening a new director exchange: 

                                                           
A Telecommunications Heritage Group 
B 14th Oct 2017 
C Birmingham, Edinburgh, Glasgow, Liverpool and Manchester. 

D Examples, 0, (Operator), 999 (emergency), DIR (Directory enquiries), ENG (faults), FRB (faults man’s 

ring back), INF (information/enquiries), TEL (inland telegrams), TOL TRU (Toll and Trunk), TIM 

(speaking clock), UMP (umpire/cricket scores). 
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o Updating dialling code lists in directories, drawer code cardsE in telephones, notices 

in public telephone kiosks and updating telephonist’s instructionsF. 

o Updating the directors to dial the routing digits. This is a manual task involving re-

wiring strappings on the Director. 

• If the call was going to another Director exchange, automation ensured that no problem 

arose. 

If, by automating calls between Director and manual exchanges, the GPOG would give the impression 

that automation of the system was more complete than was the case. 

As conversion to Director rolled out the problem eased and eventually ceased being a problem on 

reaching full automation. The Director Areas of Birmingham, Glasgow, Edinburgh, and Liverpool did 

not use CCI, but automated exchanges in geographical groups, and re-published directories and 

dialling instruction when the new exchanges opened. This would not work where a large number of 

exchanges modernisations took place. Modernisation in London and Manchester used the CCI 

system. (Atkinson, 1964 reprint of 1950 version) (2002) 

CCI System outline 
CCI had these main features: 

• Calls are queued and dealt with in the order in which they occur. 

• Telephonists have an evenly distributed workload, which presented them with the same 

number of calls. 

• Opening and closing positions as traffic demands change gives good traffic management 

whilst maintaining the goals of taking calls in turn and even distribution of calls over open 

positions. 

• Callers dial the ABC & MCDU digits for all calls. 

• There is no change to dialling instructions for the public or telephonists when an exchange is 

converted from manual to automatic except for the exchange being converted. 

Director 

The Director exchange had additional CCI equipment, consisting of a relay set, code finder and coder 
(Figure 1).  

                                                           
E A5599 cards in the drawer of telephones. 

F Visual Index Files, found on each telephonist’s position, that give telephonists call routing 

instructions. 

G General Post Office. 
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Notes 
1—Auto to CCI relay set connected to the 
banks of 1st, 2nd or 3rd code selectors as 
required by the amount of traffic. 
 
2—See THG Journal 100 for a full diagram of 
the Director exchange. 

Figure 1—CCI equipment at a Director exchange 

The main pieces of equipment at the Director Exchange are: 

• Auto to CCI relay set and code finder—provides supervisory facilities and connects to a free 

coder. 

• Coder—signals to the director to start sending the MCDU digits, on receiving them it stores 

and codes them and releases the director from the call reducing its holding time. 

 

A—Auto to CCI relay sets at MetropolitanH 

exchange.  

TCE ARC 1431 by permission of BT Heritage 

and Archive. 

 

B—A pair of coders, 1927, pre-2000 type 

equipment. 

TCB 417 4887 by permission of BT Heritage and 

Archive. 

Figure 2—Director exchange equipment 

CCI Exchange 

The manual exchange had the bulk of the equipment and the co-located telephonists. Unlike a lot of 

telecommunication equipment, that is free and waiting for calls to use it, the CCI system works on 

the reverse principle. It is “artificially” busied, and parts are made “free” when a call comes in. By 

                                                           
H Multi-unit exchange in Wood Street in the City of London, also housed National and Empire 

exchanges. http://www.lightstraw.co.uk/ate/main/woodstreet/. 
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using this method, equipment and telephonists are allocated to calls in turn. It also ensures that 

each call is dealt with in the order in which it arrives (see Figure 3). 

The CCI equipment receives the MCDU part of the number, decodes and stores it and when a 

telephonist is free, presents the number on a numerical display on the switchboard key-shelf. The 

telephonist then connects the call to the manual exchange multiple, without having to speak to the 

caller. The only time the telephonist and caller spoke to one another was if the call ran into a 

problem. For most calls, the caller would not know that a telephonist had connected them. 

 

Notes 
1—One Decoder, Storage R/S 
and Display R/S per position. 
 
2—One Position Load R/S, 
Load Distributor & Distributor 
per position. 
 
3—One Decoder Control per 
position. 
 
4—Marker uniseletor; 
Workman’s Notes says there 
are 5, Atkinson says 2. 

Figure 3—CCI Manual Exchange System 

The main pieces of equipment at the CCI Exchange are shown in Figure 4 and for the switch-room 
are shown in Figure 5. 
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TCB 417 E04914 by permission of BT 

Archive and Heritage. 

Annotations by the author. 

Figure 4—Equipment layout 

 

A—CCI Key-shelf display with all the numbers illuminated. The top panel can be flipped 

down to reveal a duplicate display for use if one of the bulbs in the lower display fails. 

The photograph is not very clear, but the number displayed is 4932. TCB 417 E03273 
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B—CCI positions at the end of the suite at 

Battersea exchange in 1927. TCB 417 04904 

 

C—CCI positions at Enfield in 1960. 

TCB 473 P07492 

All photographs by permission of BT Heritage and Archive (BT Heritage and Archive) 

Figure 5—CCI Switchboards 

Call progress 
The setup of a call from a Director exchange to a CCI manual exchange is in five stages. 

A—Pre-Call 

Before a call comes in the; the Marker allotter is marking the first Marker for use when a call comes 
in. There are two or five markers per switchboard position (Post Office Engineering Department, 
1938) (Atkinson, 1964 reprint of 1950 version). 

B—Call incoming 

At the Director exchange: 

• The caller makes the call in the normal way by dialling the ABC and the MCDU digits. The 
ABC digits are translated into the routing digits used to operate the Code Selectors. 

• The CCI relay set is seized and starts the code finder to connect to a coder. During this period 
the Director is prevented from sending the MCDU digits until the coder is ready. 

• When the coder is ready a signal is sent to the Director to start sending the MCDU digits at 
10pps. 

• The MCDU digits are stored in the coder waiting for the CCI exchange to receive them. The 
Director is released from the call. 

 
At the CCI exchange 

• When a call comes in from a Director exchange the Incoming R/S is seized and starts the 

Incoming Line Switch hunting for the marked Position trunk relay set. 

• The Marker allotter moves on to select the next Marker for use when the next call comes in. 

• The Marker finds the Position trunk relay set. 

• The Decoder Control Switch hunts for and makes a connection with the Marker. 
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C—Decoding 

The sequence is: 

• The Position trunk relay set passes a signal to the coder at the automatic exchange to start 

the sending of the MCDU digits in coded form. 

• The Decoder decodes the digits and passed to the Storage R/S. 

• The number is passed to the Display relays. 

D—Call displayed 

The sequence is: 

• The number appears on the telephonists Display. 

• The Decoder is free for another call. 

E—Completion 

The sequence is: 

• The telephonist selects a cord circuit and plugs into the called party’s number on the 

multiple. 

• The Cord Circuit Switch hunts for the Position trunk relay set. 

• The call is complete. 

The cords are single ended, because the Cord Cct. switch forms the other part of the cord circuit. 

There are 36 cords on the B position and the telephonist can use any one to complete the call and 

would naturally choose a cord on the left for the multiple to the left of the position and similarly on 

the right. This avoids some of the tangle of chords sometimes seen on switchboards. 

The telephonist dealt with calls to busy lines, by automatically returning busy tone to the caller by 

pressing a key on the number display panel. Other fault conditions such as an incomplete display or 

no display of the number were dealt with by forwarding the call to the exchange service positions. 

‘Kick off’ relay set 

If, in the event of an Incoming Line Switch not finding a Position Trunk Relay Set the Kick Off Relay 

Set steps the Position Load Distributor on one step. Moving on the Position Load Distributor is done 

by using ¾ second timing pulses detected by relays to ensure that the incoming call always gets 

connected to an Incoming Line Switch within 1 ½ seconds (Post Office Engineering Department, 

1938) (Post Office Engineering Department, 1938). 

Coding 
The digits are stored and coded in the Director exchange and transmitted at high speed to the CCI 

exchange, when it is ready to receive them. The coding system is loop signalling using a four-unit 

code of Light Positive (LP), Light Negative (LN), Heavy Negative(HN), current pulses around the loop 

or a null (See Figure 6). Sometimes the code consists of 3 + 1 Null, or 2+2 Null to make the four units 

The code is arranged so that: 

• The first unit is either a Light Positive or a Null. 

• The second unit is always a Light Negative or a Heavy Negative. 

• The third unit is either a Light Positive or a Null. 
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• The fourth unit is always a Light Negative or a Heavy Negative. 

• The first and second non-null actually form the code. 

• Two negatives received, either light or heavy indicate the end of the digit. Although this 

method does not use all the possible combinations in the code, it has the advantage that 

there is no need to count the number of pulses to detect the end of the digit only to detect 

that two negatives have been received. 

 

1—Two negative pulses (light or heavy) 

received, indicates the end of the digit and 

switches the storage to the next digit 

store. 

 

– sign means Positive pulse. 

Large – sign means Heavy Negative pulse. 

Small – sign means Light Negative pulse. 

 

Empty box means null pulse. 

Figure 6—Coding system 

Coder at the Director exchange 

The Auto to CCI relay set connects to a shared coder via a finder uniselector. When the coder is 

associated with the relay set, a line reversal makes the Director start pulsing out the MCDU digits. 

Each digit is stored on a uniselector (DR), the changeover between each digit being detected by the 

release of a C relay. Three banks of the DR switch are wired to battery either via a 5 kΩ or 100 Ω 

resistors. When all four digits are received the pulse send (PS) uniselector is stepped over its banks 

at 10pps. The banks are either connected to the DR uniselector or to earth to give the coding. 

The diagram below is simplified, a fuller but still simplified version is available in Atkinson (Atkinson, 

1964 reprint of 1950 version). 
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1—Banks of DR (Digit Receive) 

connected to Light or Heavy 

Negative. 

 

2—Banks of PS (Pulse Send) 

connected to DR or Earth. 

Figure 7—Coder at the Director exchange 

Decoding 
At the CCI exchange, the loop is terminated with three relays that respond so that the: 

• LP relay responds only to the light positive (earth on +ve wire, battery on –ve wire). 

• LN relay responds to both the Light Negative and Heavy Negative (battery on +ve wire, earth 

on -ve wire). 

• HN relay responds only to the Heavy Negative. (battery on +ve wire, earth on –ve wire). 

The LP and LN relays are magnetically polarised and all three have a single contact giving a low 

mechanical load that makes them quick to operate. 

 

1—The incoming relays set had 

additional compensation 

resistors in the loop to adjust for 

different loop resistance to 

ensure correct operation of 

LN/HN/LP relays. 

 

2—Both the LN and HN relays 

operate to a HN pulse. 

 

3—Ticks and crosses indicate the 

relays that operate to the pulse. 

Figure 8—Decoding relays 
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Decoding circuit 

Four storage relays W X Y and Z store the digits and a tree of their contacts lights the appropriate 

lamp on the display. Only the LP and HN relays operate the W X Y Z relays. The LN relay is used to 

switch between storage relays. The changeover of the storage to the next digit is detected by two 

relays QA and QS. 

• The first operation of relay LN to either a LN or HN pulse operates its contact LN1 and 

operates relay QS. 

• QS1 operates relay QA. 

• LN1 releases, QA and QS are held in series. 

• The second operation of relay LN to either a LN or HN pulse operates its contact LN1 shorts 

out the coil of QA to release it indicating the end of the digit and changing over to the next 

group of storage relays. 

 

Top Left—Storage Relays. 

 

Top Right—Display contact 

tree. The display lamps are 

duplicated in another display to 

allow for bulb failures. 

 

Bottom Left—Circuit for 

detecting the end of a digit. 

Figure 9—Decoding and display relays 

Human aspects 
Whilst CCI gave the callers a good service because it ensured that, the exchange dealt with calls as 

they occurred. It also ensured that telephonists each took an even share of the calls by use of its 

position load distribution system. However, it must have been a soul-destroying task, somewhat 

similar to being one of Pavlov’s dogs (Contributors, 2017). The telephonist reacted only to the 

stream of numbers arriving on the display and inserting a cord in the multiple, no dockets to make 

out and no timing of calls and no contact with the caller, it must have needed a special person to 

work on the CCI positions. 
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Later uses of the same technology 
I first came across a similar call queuing and distribution system when working the Post Office 

Telecommunications Head Quarters, Service Department as a junior manager in the mid 1970’s. My 

managerI had designed a call queuing and distribution system for part of a scheme to improve and 

centralise the old “151 (ENG)” service into Repair Service Centres. The principles of dealing with calls 

in turn and spreading the load amongst staffed positions still exists in modern cordless switchboards 

and call centres. 
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I Donald (Don) Lane was my Executive Engineer. 


